Abstract. The video & teleconference system is the important communications business platform of the company's production and operation. Annual State Grid and provincial network held more than a thousand times. The number of times is on the rise. The paper analysis the typical faults of video & teleconference system, and introduces the solution of these faults.
affect the normal operation of the whole region TV conference [4] [5] [6] .
Common failure phenomena of MCU: MCU does not start properly or can not be normal after the meeting started.
Reason of the failure. MCU function board failure causes that the MCU does not function properly.
Fault handling. The multipoint control unit has 17 function board slots.The main function board has the main processing board, the second floor exchange board, the system power board, stream forwarding board, digital mixing board, 5 decode board, E1 forwarding board. The KDV8000A MCU that the Provincial company currently uses supports hot backup of the main control board and hot-swappable board. The KDV8000A MCU supports hot backup of the main control board. If the main processing board fails, the MCU will automatically switch to the standby board. And then you can contact the manufacturer to provide technical support, and repair or replace the main processing board as soon as possible.
When the other board fails, you must first replace the faulty board and import the backup data into the new function board. Fault handling. (a)When the main venue can not watch the club image, you firstly confirm that whether there is a distant sub-venue image in the four-screen segmentation. If there is a distant sub-venue image in the four-screen segmentation, you can determine that the video matrix and the terminal is normal.Then the cause of the failure may be the video distributor power or wiring loosening. If the four-screen segmentation does not have a distant sub-field image, the cause of the failure may be the primary terminal failure, and the switch should be switched to the standby terminal. (b) When the main venue can not view the local image, you should firstly confirm that whether the four-screen segment has a local conference image. If the four-screen segment has a local conference image, the cause of the error may be that the video matrix is set incorrectly. And the matrix scheme should be recalled at this time. If the four-screen segmentation does not have the local venue image,you should check that whether the four screen has spare camera image, if the four screen has a spare camera image, you should switch the matrix scheme and call the backup camera image.
At one time, the operator checks the sub-venue according to the program before a meeting, the monitoring equipment has been normally display the screen. But the remote image of the main venue is still displayed as a laptop image. The operator determined that the matrix call was wrong. And after they recall the provincial main terminal video matrix , The main location of the remote image screen display normally.
The Fault handling. (a) When the main venue cannot hear the sound of the parallel sessions, the first step is to switch the conference call through the mixing consoles to ensure the meeting, and then check the reasons why the voice is failure. (b) When there are faults on the local sound, first of all, confirming that whether the microphone is on or not, and at the same time, confirming that whether the microphone chuck is loose or not. Then, check out whether the mixer is normal. If there are faults on themixer, enable the backup mixer immediately. And if the mixer runs normally, the operator should secondly check that whether the power amplifier is normal. If there are faults on the power amplifier, enable the backup power amplifier immediately.
Classic Case. During a scheduled meeting, the main venue cannot hear the speaker's voice when a power plant speaking, but can watch the scene of the power plant normally. Voice of Thepower plant was delivered to the main conference by switching on the mixer conference call as soon as possible, which makes the meeting held normally.
Other Failure. Conference terminal is the important equipment in teleconference system, terminal failure will affect the quality in the meeting audio and video signal or lead to interruption of audio and video transmission [4] . Terminal equipment failure relative MCU the smaller effective, generally reflected in: terminal image output, the local voice, terminal software cannot upgrade, camera control failure and unable to remote control remote cameras [7] [8] [9] .
Conference system peripherals mainly includes camera, microphone, audio and video matrix, display devices, etc. Mainly used for local audio and video input and output control. Peripheral equipment failure will affect the quality of audio and video signal or lead to interruption of audio and video transmission. And other failures are shown as Tab.1.
Tab. The delay requirement can't exceed 50ms, and the packet loss rate required to zero.
Conclusion
The video & teleconference system is the important communications business platform of the company's production and operation. Annual State Grid and provincial network held more than a thousand times. The number of times is on the rise. So how to recovery failures in a short period is important to maintainer. The paper analysis the typical faults of video & teleconference system, and introduces the solution of these faults.
